BILL NELSON SCHOLARSHIP ENDOWMENT: 
2013 RECIPIENTS

The Bill Nelson Scholarship Endowment has awarded four scholarships, each in the amount of $2,500. The recipients for this year’s award are: Landen Cammack of Glennville, GA.; Samuel Cartwright of Celestine, IN; Sara Renfrow of Nashville, AR and Kahla Vandenbulcke of Concord, NC.

Mr. Landen Cammack graduated from Tattnall County High School, receiving an Honor Graduate of Excellence Diploma with Gifted Distinction. Landen aspires to obtain a degree in International Communications from Valdosta State University. After graduation, Landen plans on becoming an International Missionary that will provide him an opportunity to make a difference in people’s lives. Landen’s mother, Lori, is employed by Rotary Corporation.

Mr. Samuel Cartwright is currently an undergraduate student at the University of Evansville and will be beginning physical therapy school this summer. Samuel will combine his PT degree with strength and conditioning certification to help others rehabilitate after surgery/injury. Sam’s father, Jack, is employed by Stens Corporation.

Ms. Sara Renfrow is currently an undergraduate student at Henderson State University and is a member of the National Honors Society, selected to Gamma Beta Phi and actively participates in many community service projects. Sara hopes to use her college experience to expand on every aspect of her life. Sara’s father, Marty is employed by Husqvarna.

Ms. Kahla Vandenbulcke graduated from Northwest Cabarrus High School eighth in her class. In the fall Kahla will attend the University of South Carolina as a College of Nursing Undergraduate student. Kahla believes helping other people is her calling in life and aspires to obtain a Master’s degree as a Nurse Practitioner, specializing in pediatrics, specifically specializing in children with developmental disabilities. Kahla’s father, James is employed at Husqvarna.